Highly multiplexed profiling of cell surface proteins on single circulating tumor cells based on antibody and cellular barcoding.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are extraordinarily rare in blood samples and represent a real-time "liquid biopsy" of tumors. Although genetic and transcriptional sequencing of single CTCs has been reported, these methods fail to provide phenotypic and functional information of CTCs such as protein levels of surface proteins. Studies of single-cell proteomic assays of CTCs have been rare because of a lack of single-cell proteomic methods to handle and analyze rare cells in a high background of non-target cells with high sensitivity, throughput, and multiplexing capacity. Here, we develop a microchip-assisted single-cell proteomic method for profiling surface proteins of CTCs based on antibody and cellular DNA barcoding strategy. We combine DNA-encoded antibody tags and cell indexes to profile 15 proteins in ~ 100 single rare cells simultaneously, and use high-throughput sequencing as the readout to generate surface protein profiles of CTCs according to their cell indexes and antibody-derived protein barcodes. A 6400-well microchip and the automated puncher are used to rapidly retrieve single CTCs from enriched CTC population with minimal cell loss (~ 10%). This technological platform integrates reliable isolation and proteomic analysis of single CTCs and can be extendable to ~ 100 proteins in hundreds of rare cells with single-cell precision.